The text and other contents of the two
versions of the Love Every Drop logo cannot
be edited. The logos should be downloaded
from the Love Every Drop brand room at
www.anglianwater.co.uk/sign-in A username
and password can be obtained from the
Marketing Team.

The logo for use on all communications is one of th
two versions below:

Portrait version
This version has the Love Every Drop text vertically
stacked as three lines and ranged left above the
Anglian Water name. The droplet device is scaled to
the Love Every Drop text.
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The choice of which version to use
will depend on which has more visual
standout on the item being designed.

Landscape version
This version has the Love Every Drop text on a sing
line, left aligned with the Anglian Water name. The
droplet device is aligned to the base of the Anglian
Water name.

NOTE

The text and other contents of the two
versions of the Love Every Drop logo cannot
be edited. The logos should be downloaded
from the Love Every Drop brand room at
www.anglianwater.co.uk/sign-in A username
and password can be obtained from the
Marketing Team.

AnglianWater
TIP

The choice of which version to use
will depend on which has more visual
standout on the item being designed.

Working together to love every drop

It’s time for an upgrade

The Anglian Water region is a beautiful and busy one,
and they’re proud to supply safe drinking water to you
all. It might seem like it’s always raining, but the water
supply is actually more limited than you might think.
With a growing population, more people using more
water, plus the lowest rainfall in the country to top us
back up again, we all need to think about and reduce
the amount of water we’re using. We have the tools to
save water, but we need your help to make it happen.
Together, we really can love every drop.

To help you do your bit, Anglian Water are rolling
out upgraded meters across the region and will be
coming to your area soon. Anglian Water promise
you a fuss-free upgrade, so you can relax knowing
we’re all doing the right thing for your bills and the
environment.

Every drop, every day
We’re always looking for better ways to save water.
Every drop matters. Anglian Water invest £22 million
every year to find and fix leaks and continuously
improve their network of pipes, and work hard
managing pressure to prevent bursts. But together
we need the help of our customers and communities
to only use what they need.

Any questions?

When it’s your turn, if you have a large water meter
(greater than 25mm) or your meter is inside your
premises, Anglian Water will make an appointment
with you directly at a time to suit your business. If
you have a 15mm meter, they’ll need to switch
the water off for a few minutes and will ask you to
run your tap for a short while when they’re done.
Remember to save every drop of this water and
reuse it elsewhere. That’s it, no drama. Let the water
saving begin.

If you have any questions about our smart meter upgrade programme you can
find out more at wholesale.anglianwater.co.uk/save-water/meter-upgrades.
Thank you.

